
Living Tributes for Lasting Memories 

The Garden of Remembrance has been created as a “place for the living” to allow time for reflection 
on loved ones who have passed as well as creating moments for visitors to enjoy fond memories of 
happy times, in a beautiful landscaped environment. 
 
A Rose memorial is a special way to remember a loved one. Roses are a symbol of love and beauty 
and our specially selected roses are a very special tribute to someone dear.  
 
Leased Memorial Roses 

Raised Rose Beds    Sweet Dream Walkway   

Let There Be Love  Soft pink   Amber Sweet Dream Golden Amber  

Together Forever Apricot   Brilliant Sweet Dreams Orange  

All My Loving Deep Cerise   Coral Sweet Dream Coral  

Especially for You Yellow   Crimson Sweet Dream Crimson  

Treasured Moments Yello   Lemon Sweet Dream Lemon  

You are my Sunshine Yellow   Marigold Sweet Dream Coral Salmon  

Remember Me Soft pink   Sweet Dream Peachy  

Thinking of You Red   Sweet Dream cream Cream  

 
Planting a memorial tree is a meaningful way to honour the memory of someone or something, 
commemorate an event, or mark a milestone. Every tree planted will become a living legacy, a gift 
that will live on in a unique and enduring way. 
 
The Silver Birch is a very attractive tree with a fine silver bark, often known as the "Lady in the 
Woods". Produces pretty catkins and attractive diamond shaped leaves in the spring. 
 
Pink Perfection Flowering Cherry - A graceful and ornate flowering cherry tree that produces bright 
pink blossoms. The Cherry blossom is said to represent good fortune and has long been linked to 
friendship. The bright pink flowers take over the weeping branches in the late spring, followed by 
shiny green leaves in the summer.  
 

"Acer 'Atropurpureum' is the most popular of the Japanese maples has bronzy purple leaves which 
turn a strong red in autumn. Small purple-red clusters of flowers are succeeded by red-winged seeds 
in late summer.  
 
Acer Garnet -the foliage of this tree is feathered and starts red and then changes to orange and 
bronze over the autumn months. 
 
Walking into the Garden of Remembrance you can discover our “Mini Orchard” and these too are 

available for dedication:  Apple / Pear and Plum trees. 

 

When it comes to saying goodbye to our loved ones, there’s no right or wrong way to do 

it, but we hope that we can make your difficult time that much easier with a living 

tribute to help prolong their legacy and keep your memories alive. 


